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Abstract: Problem statement: In the construction industry, success of building projects greatly depends on the client’s performance. The performance of clients is crucial since decisions made will influence the overall project performance. Typically, clients are represented by managerial and technical representatives during the design process. They play major roles in conveying required information to the design team regarding their future project. The quality of clients’ representatives has potential influence on design team performance. In designing green buildings client’s attributes are critical factors to high performance of building projects. Attributes such as knowledge and experience on green buildings, commitment level to green and clients’ ability to participate and manage design process are the key factors to produce green design. The propose of this study to identify current performance level of clients of building projects and establish key clients’ attributes influencing green design performance. Approach: To achieve mentioned aim a questionnaire survey was conducted to collect data required. A sample of 274 respondents has been covered under the study, including architects and engineers practicing design and consultancy building sectors. Prior to analysis of data WINSTEPS software were used for Rasch modeling to determine validity and reliability of date. Descriptive analysis data includes quantitative and qualitative. Results and Conclusion: Client qualities in general were low, client communication with design team; client involvement and ability to coordinate design process were moderate. However, Knowledge and experience on green design, client organization commitment to green and commitment in financing green design were low. The result indicates that most building clients have inadequate knowledge to manage design green buildings. Therefore, more education and training courses on green building are needed to cope with green design requirements. The client requires improving the coordination and involvement level to ensure all client requirements were identified. Regular meeting is the efficient method to communicate with a client.
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INTRODUCTION

Client qualities refer to attributes or characteristics of the client or his/her representatives through their participation in the design and construction process (Kometa et al., 1996). In this study, Clients’ attributes refer to the qualities and characteristics of the client during the design stage of green buildings.

Kometa et al. (1997) and Ahmed (2007) observed that the success of building projects greatly depends on the client’s performance level. These findings were supported by Haponava and Al-Jibouri (2010) who also found that decisions made by clients during the design stage affect as much as 80 percent of construction cost. Typically, clients are represented by managerial and technical representatives during the design process. They play major roles in conveying required information to the design team regarding their future project (Barrett and Stanley, 1999).

Drawing from literature concerning client’s qualities of building projects, a number of studies have investigated potential client’s qualities as critical factors to high performance of building projects (Chan et al., 2003; Fortune and White, 2006; Haghnavaz and Sepehri, 2010; Ling, 2004; Toor and Ogunlana, 2009). The factors were discussed from different perspectives and were classified differently. Throughout this study, client qualities will be classified into key categories (i.e. quality of personnel, quality of managing the design process and quality of the client’s organization).
Review of literature on Clients’ qualities: In the construction industry, over the years, studies have paid little attention to client’s performance compared with studies related to the performance of contractors and the supply chain. The performance of clients is crucial since decisions made will influence the overall project performance. Adams (1999) mentioned that the performance of clients has not been sufficiently researched. This view is echoed by Egbu and Ilozor (2007) who mentioned that there is still a lack of research pertaining to the comprehension of the client’s key roles.

The influence of client qualities on consultant’s performance during project implementation was investigated by Kometa et al. (1996) identified 47 client’s qualities through the lifecycle of project implementation. In another study, Kometa et al. (1997) presented ten vital client related qualities that may influence the performance of a project. The qualities presented were organizational quality of client, characteristics of the client, previous performances, previous experience of client, project characteristics, feasibility of the project, stability of finance ability, client’s duty, market condition and management quality. Yean (2002) also investigated the extent to which client related attributes contribute to the performance of a project. Their research concentrated on the influence of clients’ attributes during the project lifecycle and how they affected project performance.

The technical representative, who is commonly the client’s project manager, has the responsibilities to manage the collection of functional and operational information to develop client requirements and to review and approve design solutions with the design team. In this context, Ahmed (2007) mentioned that in order to effectively manage the design process, client representatives are required to have wide knowledge in construction, leadership and organization skills. The present study will concentrate on the influence of client’s knowledge, experience and commitment on the green design performance of building projects.

Clients’ knowledge on green buildings: According to Ahmed (2007), during the design stage, the client is required to possess firstly, knowledge concerning the mission of their organization and to understand their operations. Secondly, knowledge and experience in building construction. The client is the key person to provide information concerning the business mission and the goal and context of the organizational structure as well as the overall aim of the project. When the client is knowledgeable in their organization’s mission and their operation, he could provide the required design information to the design team (Barrett and Stanley, 1999).

A knowledgeable client in green building aspects will plan the development of the requirements parallel to the business strategies of their organization. This guarantee the client obtained the necessary information appropriately to the organization. On the other hand, a client unknowledgeable in implementing different construction levels is unable to enroll into green aspects and understand what to expect and how to play their roles and responsibilities. In this context, Alnaitwe (2008) found that more than 90% of building clients do not support training on green design aspects in their organization. That reveals the lack of knowledge and skills in client’s representatives during the design process of green buildings. These findings were supported by Gaia (2004) who highlighted that most clients should give more consideration to training to increase knowledge concerning green design issues.

Clients’ experience on green buildings: Client experience plays a major role in affecting the performance of a design team (Pheng and Chuan, 2006) and on the performance of building projects (Ling, 2004). Soetanto et al. (2000) evaluated the qualities of UK clients and found that the client’s past performance and experience is one of three qualities that significantly affect overall project performance. These findings were supported by Ahmed (2007) who found that the level of client experience has a major impact on project success.

Designing green buildings is more complex than designing conventional buildings. To understand the complexity of activities during the design process is very difficult (Girard and Robin, 2006; Knudstrup and Hansen, 2005; Newton, 2008a). Due to the complexity of the design process, the effort applied to planning and control is commonly either insufficient or inappropriate (Tilley, 2005). Thus, more knowledge and experience are needed to cope with green design requirements.

Clients’ commitment to green buildings: According to Abdullah and Ramly (2006), Client commitment refers to the seriousness of the clients’ organization to implement the project and preparedness to provide the required resources and support to accomplish the project successfully including the client’s commitment to appoint fulltime representatives. It is vital to provide a point of contact for the client with project stakeholders. Currently clients are usually represented by organized technical teams. However, the overall project outcomes greatly depend on the attention level and participation effectiveness of client representatives during project implementation.
High client commitment is required especially at the early design stage in order to ensure clear identification of the client requirements. Gaia (2004) stated that client commitment and direction is significant in the early stages of the project. Client commitment is very significant and depends on the purpose, priorities and capital invested. In this context, many studies have confirmed that the project performance have a direct influence on the commitment level of the client in the construction project.

The initial step in the process of achieving a green building project is to confirm the required commitment on the part of the client. Shafii and Othman (2007) stated that to move towards green building, building owners and clients should be more committed to disseminating green construction. Yudelson (2008) discussed the cost effectiveness of green building design and mentioned that early client commitment to green building is crucial to achieve a high performance building.

In conclusion, design teams may offer for the client to incorporate green features in design but the client should be committed to greenness. Most clients like to apply green features but at the same time, they dislike paying more for it. Lastly, the implementation of green aspects during the design stage will increase if the client imposes green aspects in his brief.

**Client’s capability of managing design process:**

Designing green buildings requires a set of tasks to be identified, recognized, assigned across the team, arranged and integrated properly into the design team process. Ahmed (2007) mentioned that in managing the design process, the clients are required to clarify goals and objectives of the project and to coordinate efforts with design team members. Karlson et al. (2008) mentioned that achieving green built environments successfully requires more involvement and collaboration among design team members and client representatives because the design teams can no longer work separately, concerned with only their work. This view was supported by Yudelson (2008) who also believes that effective involvement and coordination among project stakeholders is one of the vital elements to enhance the performance of green design.

**Organizing Clients’ project team during design process:**

Efficient and effective management of building projects requires strong leadership skills (CABE, 2003). Selecting the right individuals for a project team is essential for high-quality attributes particularly during the design phase. Ahmed (2007) mentioned that the quality of both, the client’s representatives and the design team influences the development of client requirements and encourages a strong commitment within the client’s organization and among project participants. Thus, the client’s representatives are required to have strong leadership skills to organize the whole project process to be systematic, efficient and effective.

Coordinating and encouraging the green design process within a project team requires competent leadership. Songer and Molenaar (1997) established that teamwork ensures a successful outcome for project stakeholders including clients and their representatives who share a clear understanding of the project constraints and technical performance required. Ahmed (2007) stated that the client representative who is working as Project Manager is required to be able to put things in order although he/she may not be technically knowledgeable in the construction process.

**Communication effectiveness with design team:**

The nature of the design process requires effective communication to allocate all the requirements and to enable throughout consideration of all possible crucial issues (Yahya and Rahman, 2007). Communication during the design process is an iterative in nature, which needs shared understanding and commitments from the client and other project participants involved. It is a dynamic process that continues during the early design phase of the building project and develops from general to more detailed features as it progresses.

In this context, Love (2002) mentioned that the utilization of Information Communication Technologies (ICTs) is one of the most important means of improving the performance of design and construction teams. Damodaran and Shelbourn (2006) found that ICTs expand participation and collaboration among project stakeholders. This view is echoed by Danielle (2007) who recommended the adoption of a design charrette as a regular mechanism to promote efficient communication and collaboration.

It could be concluded that the design process of green buildings is more complex than the design process of conventional buildings. Efficient and effective coordination, collaboration and communication among client and other project participants is required to overcome complexity and difficulty inherent within the design process of green buildings. The client’s representatives are required to have management skills in order to be able to organize and coordinate the design process effectively with the design team and other project participants.
Commitment of client organization: Organizational commitment has a significant influence on overall employee behaviors and performance effectiveness in organizations. Management style in the organization can influence the commitment level of individuals. Therefore, whole management culture and style determined by the top management’s actions are strongly associated with the commitment level of individuals working in the organization. An organization’s commitment to provide sufficient required resources is essential to team and work effectiveness. Lack of resources is frequently a major cause of inadequate team performance.

Commitment to providing finances for green building: Drawing from the literature regarding client commitment, many researchers stated that client commitment includes providing finances and fulltime representatives to the project, maintaining active participation, top management support for the project, effective decision making and communication (Barrett and Stanley, 1999; CABE, 2003; GPN, 2003; Yu and Shen, 2006). Sufficient project funds should be allocated from the outset by the client. Ahmed (2007) mentioned that funds allocated by the client for the project is the key restriction that outlines the parameter of the project such as the client’s requirements being balanced with resources available. Without the commitment of the client’s organization in providing the necessary funds, uncertainty in project implementation will be increased. In this context, the clients must be committed to providing a responsible fulltime representative to work as the contact point by providing required information to the design team. Barrett and Stanley (1999) stated that to ensure effective commitment, clients require strategic management to coordinate different personnel involved within the organization.

To apply green design issues effectively requires client commitment. Most building clients believe that implementing green issues in buildings impose additional cost. Therefore, they are avoiding the incorporation of green features in design particularly if they are expensive. Uhl and Anderson (2001); Kibert (2007) and Owens et al. (2006) found that one of the key barriers of integrating green innovation into the building industry is lack demand from the client. Megat (2006) confirmed that the low commitment from top management and lack of resources allocated to green issues play as major barriers to green built environments in Malaysia.

Maintaining active participation in green design process: The significance of team member participation to the performance of the organization has been shown in many studies. Rahmat (1997) stated that team participation can enhance collaboration, performance, communication, resource utilization, decision-making, team commitment, member confidence and quality. These findings were supported by Belanger and Allport (2008) mentioned that perceived member involvement among teams in decision-making was positively associated with team cohesiveness, team productivity and an enhancement of team communication. Regarding this issue, Vandenberg and Richardson (1999) confirmed that high-involvement processes influenced organizational effectiveness through a positive impact on employee morale. On the other hand, Hodson (2002) found that all forms of team member participation offered improved experiences and reduced conflicts. Furthermore, team participation assists members to identify team aims and goals to be achieved (Albanese, 1994).

The design of building projects is a complex process and thus, difficult to manage. Design requires effective participation and collaboration from a huge and diverse collection of individuals and organizations. Therefore, managing the design process requires huge efforts to manage the participants, specific activities and the flow of information between them (Tilley, 2005). Newton (2008b) believes that design managers should encourage collaborative work through understanding and managing the dynamics of the team and recognizing the responsibilities that may be involved in supporting collaborative working dynamics. Furthermore, Girard and Robin (2006) mentioned that to effectively manage the design process, project managers should define collaboration among team members and define whether or not the collaboration required is being predetermined.

From the aforementioned literature, clients’ qualities plays a major role on influencing the performance level of the design team and overall project performance. The key client qualities identified were quality level of the client and client representatives, quality of managing the design process and commitment level of the client organization.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The study is part of PhD research, a triangulation technique was implemented, which combined quantitative and qualitative data collection approaches. The research was performed throughout three main stages, the first stage was a comprehensive literature review validated in a preliminary questionnaire survey. Data collection involving semi-structured interviews
was the second stage. The main aim of this stage was to upgrade and refine the research problem and proposed theoretical framework. The last stage involved the final questionnaire survey, in which data was collected for statistical analysis purposes. Prior of this survey preliminary questionnaire was posted. Four research variables were verified.

To investigate performance of client’s during design green buildings practice, in final questionnaire survey, the questionnaire was divided into two parts. The first part requires respondents to provide their personal particulars including their job title, experience, number of construction projects involved, type of buildings designed by his/her firm followed by type of procurement, type of building and size of the projects they have been carried out, whereas, the second part focuses on uncovering the current performance of buildings, clients and key design team.

A survey package consisting of the detailed questionnaire, post card, pen, stamped envelope and a covering letter explaining the objectives of the study was posted to professionals in various architectural consultancy firms as well as engineering consultancy firms, selected by the list of architects downloaded from the Malaysian Institute of Architects (PAM) website, whereas list of engineers provided from their organization directory of Association of Consulting Engineers Malaysia (AECM).

The population for this study became key design team players for architects registered with the PAM and Engineers registered with ACEM practicing consultancy services Table 1. Only architects registered in PAM and Engineers registered in AECM are selected as the research context. The target population includes architects and Engineers working in design consultancy located in Malaysia. The limitation parameters of the research considered were the minimum size of green building project, based on contract value, was set at RM2,000,000.00 and projects handled after January 1, 2003 were included in this study, this date was chosen because it was assumed that respondent who chooses projects handled before than this date may not have had all project details to complete the questionnaire.

A total of 274 survey questionnaire were distributed, 102 valid replies were received, which represents a response rate of 37.1%. WINSTEPS software was used for Rasch Modeling of the Principal Performance Measures to examine data validity and reliability was analyzed. SPSS version19, software was used to analyses data collected. The technique of descriptive statistics was used to describe and make sense of the data. The descriptive statistics included the frequency, mean and standard division for studied variables.

**Validity and reliability:** Prior to analysis, functioning of the 5-point Likert scale was examined according to the criteria by Linacre (2006). More than 10 observations are found in each category. Table 1 shows the rating scale category function data for clients’ qualities suggesting no category disordering. Beside, both the observed average measures and category measure are characterized by criterion of monotonic advance. The Outfit MNSQ values, which are close to infit MNSQ values, for each category are all close to 1.00 and less than 2.00, suggesting that each label was providing measurement information rather than noise in the data. The threshold estimates increase with the category label, indicating that the response categories were used in expected and intended manner. These evidences suggested that the rating scale categories are effectively satisfactory for clients’ qualities variable.

**Reliability and separation index:** As can be seen from Table 2, reliability of all variables item difficulty measure was very high (0.98). This suggested that the ordering of item difficulty was highly replicable with other comparable sample from similar population.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total variance in observations</th>
<th>Category measures</th>
<th>Threshold estimates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-3.52</td>
<td>-4.75</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1.93</td>
<td>-2.5</td>
<td>-3.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.33</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>-1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>4.83</td>
<td>3.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Rasch Principal Components Analysis (RPCA)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total variance in observations</th>
<th>variance explained by measures</th>
<th>Unexplained variance in 2nd contrast</th>
<th>Reliability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>69.40%</td>
<td>64.90%</td>
<td>22.10%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reliability and Separation index**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model RMSE</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Adj-Sd</th>
<th>Separation</th>
<th>Reliability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Behavior measures</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>2.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item measures</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>7.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The item separation index was very high which are considerably higher than the minimum desired 2.00. The Adj-Sd was at accepted estimate. The item measure RSME measure was 0.16 which considered very well. Taken together, these statistics indicate good separation between items and item measures.

Dimensionality test of variables: For the clients’ qualities with five-category response model as can be seen in Table 2, all items had acceptable out fit MNSQ statistics between 0.60 and 1.40, the lowest outfit was 0.70 whereas the highest was 1.37 suggesting that it was not redundant items with considering high values may represent a lack of homogeneity with other items in the subscale. All items had high to very high PTMEA correlations (0.66-0.76) which exceeded .20 as critical value for the correlation. Positive sign of correlation values identified that the items are systematically correlated in the same direction, measuring the same latent variable calling “Client’s qualities”, therefore, all items had good discrimination.

RESULTS

Seven components of client qualities were descriptive statistically produced. Table 3 representing the mean variables of client’s qualities along the several of dimensions. The lowest three rated dimensions were the client knowledge in green building, client experience in green building and client commitment in finance green building which was rated low. The fact that it were rated very low indicates that most of the client green buildings have no enough knowledge and experience to involve efficiently in the design process of green building projects.

The lowest three rated dimensions were the client knowledge in green building, client experience in green building and client commitment in finance green building which was rated low. The fact that it were rated very low indicates that most of the client green buildings have no enough knowledge and experience to involve efficiently in the design process of green building projects. It would have been expected that with literature major of clients insufficient knowledge and experience in terms of managing a green design process (Tilley, 2005; Shafii and Othman, 2007; Alinaitwe, 2008).

In the present study, knowledge of the client on green buildings during the design process was at low level (mean = 2.19) and the experience degree on design green buildings was very low (mean = 1.88). In terms of commitment level of the client toward applying green aspects in their building, the results implies that clients were low (mean = 2.60) committed to providing finance to green building.

To apply green design issues effectively requires client commitment. The design teams were asked to indicate the level of client’s commitment in providing finance to ensure implementing green building issues. As Table 4 shows only 13.7 % of clients were high/very high committed to providing finance to green building. In contrast, 56.8% of clients were low/very low commitment level to finance green building.

The quality of client communication with the design team was investigated the result as Table 5 suggest that the communication effectiveness between client’s representative and design team was at moderate level (mean = 3.3).The result implies that although the rate was high, the clients still require implementing an efficient communication technique with the design team.


Table 2: Item statistics: misfit order and item correlations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Outfit</th>
<th>Infit</th>
<th>PTMEA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>clients' qualities</td>
<td>Lowest</td>
<td>Highest</td>
<td>Lowest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNSQ</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Client’s Qualities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code**</th>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Mean*</th>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MDP2</td>
<td>Client communication with design team</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCO2</td>
<td>Client Involvement during process</td>
<td>2.97</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDP1</td>
<td>Client ability to coordinate of design process</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRQ3</td>
<td>Client organization commitment to green</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCQ1</td>
<td>Commitment in financing green design</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRQ1</td>
<td>Knowledge on green design</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRQ2</td>
<td>Experience on green design</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Very low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key: 1-1.8: very low; 1.9-2.6: Low; 2.7-3.4: moderate; 3.5-4.2: high; 4.2-5.0: very high **; CRQ: Clients’ Representatives Quality, MDP: Managing Design Process, CCO: Client Commitment

Table 4: Client commitment to finance green issues

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Client commitment level</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very low</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>18.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>38.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>29.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very high</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key: 1-1.8 very low; 1.9-2.6 Low; 2.7 -3.4 moderate; 3.5-4.2 high; 4.2-5.0 very high

Table 5: Client involvement during design process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Client involvement level</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very low</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>16.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>53.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>21.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very high</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>2.97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key: 1-1.8 very low; 1.9-2.6 Low; 2.7 -3.4 moderate; 3.5-4.2 high; 4.2-5.0 very high

*; Key: 1-1.8: very low; 1.9-2.6: Low; 2.7-3.4: moderate; 3.5-4.2: high; 4.2-5.0: very high
The client’s ability level to maintain active participation in the design process was investigated using a five-point scale, very high to very low. The result appears in Table 5 shows that the client’s participation was generally moderate (53.9%). Only 22.6% of clients were highly/very high participated during the design process. In contrast, 22.6% of clients their participation was low/very low.

In semi-structured interviews, all architect interviewees were mentioned that client involvement during the design process has vital influence on design performance. Client highly involved during an early stage of the design process when the client aimed to articulate and identify the project requirement. The involvement decreasing gradually as the design process implemented. Three M&E engineers found that clients would encourage implementing green building aspects in designed building if the no additional cost would be occurred. One mechanical engineer mentioned that clients like innovation solutions that reduce initial cost and operation cost and they may would adopt it if the payback period is clear articulated in design team proposals.

In semi-structured interviews, four architect interviewees were mentioned that the client’s representative’s communication skills and green building requirement knowledge have major influence on the performance level of design green buildings. Similarly, three M&E interview were agreed that client’s representatives have to be competent with communication and coordination to articulate efficiently all client requirements and identifying clearly client objectives. Most of the interviewees agreed that regular meeting is the efficient method to communicate with a client.

DISCUSSION

It would have been expected that with literature major of clients insufficient knowledge and experience in terms of managing a green design process (Tilley, 2005; Shafii and Othman, 2007; Alinaitwe, 2008). The performance of clients is crucial since decisions made will influence overall project performance. To effectively manage the design process, client representatives are required to have wide knowledge in construction, leadership and organization skills. The client is the key person to provide information concerning the business mission and the goal and context of the organizational structure as well as the overall aim of the project. The present study will concentrate on knowledge, experience and commitment of client and/or client representatives during the design stage in order to design green building projects.

The result confirmed findings from Alinaitwe (2008) who highlighted the lack of knowledge and skills in client’s representatives during the design process of green buildings. These findings were supported by Gaia (2004) who highlighted that most clients should give more consideration to training to increase knowledge concerning green design issues. The result implies that most building clients were not experienced in green buildings. The result implies also, most building clients have inadequate knowledge to manage design green buildings. The experience of clients was very not enough to manage design process effectively. The result implies the commitment level on green might lead to less involvement in design process of green buildings resulting to less knowledge and experience. To cope with green design requirement clients need to be more knowledgeable and experienced (Tilley, 2005). This is suggesting that clients require focusing on training their representatives to be knowledgeable on managing green design process.

The importance of client commitment was highlighted by many researchers (Gaia, 2004; Shafii and Othman, 2007; Abdullah and Ramly, 2006; Yudelson, 2008). Design teams will implement more green design aspects if the client was committed. Clients are usually represented by organized technical teams. However, the overall project performance greatly depends on the commitment level and of client representatives during project implementation (Nguyen et al., 2007). To move towards green building, building owners and clients should be more committed to disseminating green construction (Shafii and Othman, 2007). The result indicates that client needs to be more commitment for implementing green features in their buildings.

The result implies that finance commitment level to green building is still low, the result confirmed findings from (Anderson, 2000; Cooke-Davies, 2002; Eisenberger et al., 2001; Landman, 1999; Owen, 2003) who found that one of the key barriers of integrating green innovation into the building industry is lacking
demand from the client. Furthermore, the result supported Megat (2006) findings in which confirmed that the low commitment from top management and lack of resources allocated to green issues play as major barriers to green built environments in Malaysia.

Many of the quality and efficiency problems experienced during the design process are due to inadequate design management and poor quality control of the end product (Rounce, 1998). This was confirmed by Mayor and Tormenta (1999) who found that design process is managed using typical project management approaches and due to this, poor performance levels are being achieved. The three factors rated high were client communication with the design team, client involvement during green design process and client ability to coordinate of design process.

It could be concluded that client involvement during design process was moderate. The client participates actively during an early stage of the design process. The results confirm Karlson et al. (2008) findings who found that to apply successfully green building aspects require more participation from client and other project stakeholders. Successfully applying the green building concept needs more involvement and collaboration among key project participants because the designer can no longer work separately, concerned with only their work.

Designing green buildings requires a set of tasks to be identified, recognized, assigned across the team, arranged and integrated properly into the design team process. The result implies that the client ability level of controlling and organizing design process were moderate (mean = 2.89).

The result implies that although the design team agreed the quality of communication effectiveness with the client is acceptable. They believe that the client requires improving the coordination and involvement level. The result indicates the ability of client to manage the green design process at the moderate level and design team prefer to deal with knowledgeable and skilled representatives to ensure all client requirements were identified.

CONCLUSION

The client is the key person to provide information concerning the business mission and the goal and context of the organizational structure as well as the overall aim of the project. The result indicates that most building clients have inadequate knowledge to manage design green buildings. The result confirmed findings from (Alinaitwe, 2008) that highlighted the lack of knowledge and skills in client’s representatives during the design process of green buildings. The lowest rated dimension was the client experience in green building which was rated low. The fact that it was rated low indicates that most of client green buildings have no enough experience to involve efficiently in design process of green building projects. The experiences of clients were very not enough to manage design process effectively. The result implies the commitment level on green building might led to less involvement in green building resulting to less knowledge and experience.
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